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Who am I?
Myrthe Reuver, PhD candidate at CLTL at VU Amsterdam.

→ Supervisors: Antske Fokkens (CLTL @ VU), Suzan Verberne (LIACS @ 

Leiden). 

My Research is on Text Mining in an interdisciplinary project 
on diversity in news recommendation. 

with: social scientists, philosophers, and RecSys/computer scientists.
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Argument Mining and Stance

● Argument Mining is a sub-field of NLP dealing with argumentative texts 
and debates - for instance in online debate portals, essays, or news texts.

● Human debate is full of stances: 
● People expressing whether they agree or disagree 
● with arguments and topics. 
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What is stance detection? 
● Stance Detection: a classification task classifying texts (tweets, comments, reviews..) 

●

● Modelling the stance relationship between such a text and a target: 
○ ..a topic/issue/question, OR;
○ ..a second text/headline/news article.

○

○

● Common labels: 
○ Pro (text1 agrees with text2/topic); 
○ Con (text1 disagrees with text2/topic);
○ Neutral (text1 does not agree but also not disagree with text2/topic);
○ Sometimes: a questioning/discussing label: text1 asks a question about text2/topic

Example (not necessarily my own stance): 

“Abortion is a sin, and should never be practiced.”

Topic: Abortion, Stance: Con



Current methods

● Classification method: Pre-trained Large Language Models such as BERT 
and RoBERTa 

●
● Stance Benchmark (Schiller et al., 2021) combines 10 different stance 

datasets:



What could be the role of stance detection 
models in news recommender systems?



My own use case: 
diversity of viewpoints in news 

recommendation 

CartridgeSave Images, Attribution 2.0 Generic 
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What is a (news) recommender system?
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What is a (news) recommender system?
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Optimizing in News Recommendation

RecSys: click-accuracy (as proxy for user interest). 
● Predicting clicks means showing users more of the same, 
● More of what they already agree with.

Could lead to ‘filter bubbles’; 
●  problematic for democracy and public debate;
●  if you always see the same, how do you know other ideas exist? 

In my PhD project, we work with social scientists, political scientists, 
and computer scientists to try to optimize for different viewpoints in 
recommendation 
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Using stances to diversify news recommendations

Alam, M., Iana, A., Grote, A., Ludwig, K., 
Müller, P., & Paulheim, H. (2022). 
Towards Analyzing the Bias of News 
Recommender Systems Using Sentiment 
and Stance Detection. 2nd International 
Workshop on Knowledge Graphs for 
Online Discourse Analysis (KnOD 2022) 
collocated with The Web Conference 
2022.

Stance in news articles towards topics:

Stance in news articles towards questions:

Beyond Gun Control: Creating a Dutch 
Stance Dataset for Diversity in News 
Recommendation. Myrthe Reuver, Kasper 
Welbers, Wouter van Atteveldt, Antske 
Fokkens, Mariken van der Velden and 
Felicia Locherbach. CLIN32 (2022)



How do we actually develop and evaluate 
stance detection models?



Is Stance Detection Topic-Independent 
and Cross-topic Generalizable?

- A Reproduction Study
Myrthe Reuver*, Suzan Verberne#, Roser Morante*, Antske Fokkens*^

*Computational Linguistics and Text Mining Lab, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam
^ Dept. of Mathematics and Computer Science, Eindhoven University of Technology

#Leiden Institute of Advanced Computer Science, Leiden University



Cross-topic, cross-domain stance 

Main question of cross-topic stance detection: 

can we detect stance (pro, con) 

on topics or issues not seen in training? 

      

(The news always has new topics coming up!)
OpenClipart Vectors @ Pixabay



25,492 arguments on 8 topics, in 3 classes:

● For or against “the use, adoption, or idea” of the topic, or 
no argument

● 8 controversial debate topics from the internet: abortion, 
cloning, death penalty, gun control, marijuana legalization, minimum 
wage, nuclear energy and school uniforms. 

Dataset: UKP Dataset (Stab et. al., 2018)

Gerd Altmann, Pixabay licence. 
https://pixabay.com/illustrations/feedback-excha
nge-of-ideas-debate-2466829/



Reimers et. al. (2019)

Experimental set-up:

● Training on 7 topics, testing on 8th topic 

● Fine-tuning BERT

Marco Verch @ Flickr, Creative Commons 2.0. 
https://foto.wuestenigel.com/businessman-walking-from-a-to-b-point/
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Reimers et. al. (2019) results
○
○ avg. F1 (over 10 seeds) = .633
○ +.20 improvement over reference model (LSTM)
○ Results are “very promising and stress the 

feasibility of the task’’ (Reimers et al. 2019, p. 575)



Reproduction 

Reproducibility Crisis in social science since 2016, now broader in all 
fields.

Following the ACM (Association for Computing Machinery):

“An experimental result is not fully established unless it can be 
independently reproduced.” 

based on slides by Maria Maistro from her keynote at DIR2021½: 
http://dir2021.nl/slides/20220204_DIR_keynote.pdf

http://dir2021.nl/slides/20220204_DIR_keynote.pdf


ACM Terminology

Repeatability (Same team, same experimental setup)                                                     
→ can you find your own result again with your own hardware, code, and data?

Reproducibility (Different team, same experimental setup)                                                   
→ same artifact (code, data, experimental set-up) as the original researchers.

Replicability (Different team, different experimental setup)                                                   
→ someone else can find the same results (e.g. “Transformers are better for 
this problem than SVM!”) with their own code.

https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging
based on slides by Maria Maistro from her keynote at DIR2021½: 
http://dir2021.nl/slides/20220204_DIR_keynote.pdf

https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/artifact-review-badging
http://dir2021.nl/slides/20220204_DIR_keynote.pdf


Reproduction of results: why do we do it?

● Important for science. One result could be accident, 
fluke, or not reliable.

● Non-deterministic results of Transformers:
○ seeds are random factor & can widely vary the performance

● How to minimize that factor, and deal with it in 
reproduction:
○ Standard deviation (SD) over seeds;
○ value is reproduced if it falls within 2 SDs.



Standard Deviation & What it Tells Us About Data

Source: WikiMedia Commons 

●

In a normal 
distribution: probability 
of an item from the 
same population > 2 
SD from the mean: 
very low.



Results of reproduction

> What do you think will happen here? Results within two 
standard deviations?

> And: which BASELINE is stronger, SVM or LSTM?



Results of reproduction

Difference with original results within two standard 
deviations



Results of reproduction

● BERT-large under-performs in 50% of seeds
● SVM+tf-idf model



Cohen et. al. (2018)’s 3 dimensions of reproducibility: 

1.  (numeric) values: 
Within 2 standard deviations (BERT-large = large SD)

2. findings (relationship between variables, e.g. model & result): 

baseline < BERT-base < BERT-large, 

.20 improvement over non-BERT model (LSTM) does not 
work for other model (SVM+tf-idf);

3. conclusion(s): 

How feasible is cross-topic? Let’s investigate some 
more, especially on topics.



What about different topics?

● Some topics (abortion, death penalty) perform near 
baseline (SVM F1 = .517 average over all topics)

●

● Others (minimum wage, cloning, gun control) perform 
markedly higher (F1 > .670).





Some examples of difficult arguments
“The second amendment protects the right to possess a firearm”

Topic: gun control, True: Con, Predicted (7/10 seeds): Pro

“The fetus is not a person, which makes abortion morally 
permissable”

Topic: abortion, True: Pro, Predicted (5/10 seeds): Con 

“People were freed from death row                                            
because they were later found to be innocent” 

Topic: death penalty, True: Con, Predicted (9/10 seeds): Pro



What does this mean? Take home messages
● Successful reproduction cross-topic stance (Reimers et. al., 2019), 

but random seed does matter for BERT-large.
●

● Topic matters! Stance not as topic-independent as seems with one 
averaged F1 metric reported.
○ See also: Thorn Jakobsen et. al. (2021)
○

● A class/topic interaction effect 
● in SOTA stance detection

●

● Time to (re)investigate topic similarity? When can we cross 
to new topics?

OpenClipArt, Public domain



Thank you!
Myrthe Reuver, Free University of Amsterdam

          myrthe.reuver[at]vu.nl

             @myrthereuver

mailto:myrthe.reuver@vu.nl
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After this lecture

● You can define stance detection
● You can explain the purpose of stance detection for diverse news 

recommendation
● You can explain the importance of reproducibility in NLP
● You can explain the challenges of cross-topic model learning 


